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About This Content

Sport Heavy Casting Pack was created to satisfy a real competitor’s need for some really powerful fishing goodies in any
sportfishing competition that involves using heavy casting tackle when going after fish like Atlantic Salmon and other huge

monsters! This muscular pack includes the super CosmoCast 6' 3" Sport (190 mm) casting rod and Cyclone 6500 Sport cast reel
that are twice as strong and durable as their predecessors! Not to mention that you also get some of the sturdiest line, spoons, jig

heads and other goodies fit for a real sportfishing champion!
We put a lot of thought into assembling this Sport Heavy Casting Pack, so that you wouldn't have to! ;)

Sport Heavy Casting Pack is all about becoming a real monster catching champion!

Sport Heavy Casting Pack includes:
* 20 BAITCOINS use to purchase advanced fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 25 Storage Slots
* 1 Tackle Setup Slot

SPORTY RODS ‘N REELS
Rod:

* CosmoCast 6' 3" (190) Sport - Length: 6' 3" (1.9 m); Lure Weight: 1–3 Oz. (28-85 g); Power: X Heavy; Line Weight: 12–50.5
Lb. (7-23 kg); Action: Slow; Pieces: 2; Guides: 7

Reel:
* Cyclone 6500 Sport - Ratio: 6.5:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 32/130 (0.5/130), braid 30/225 (0.28/225); Max

Drag: 48.5 Lb. (22.0 kg)
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TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of float tackle that you’ll need if you want to enjoy sportfishing competition to the fullest!
* Line:

Mono .02" (0.5 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 32 Lb. (14.5 kg)
Fluoro .024" (0.6 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 40 Lb. (18.1 kg)

* Crankbaits: Crankbait 6 ft. (2 m), #5/0; Crankbait 12 ft. (3.5 m), #4/0; Crankbait 16 ft. (5 m), #4/0; Crankbait 30 ft. (9 m),
#4/0

* Spoons: Medium Spoon 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #4/0; Medium Spoon 2 Oz. (56 g), #6/0
* Jig Heads: JigHead 6/7 Oz. (25 g), #4/0; JigHead 1 1/16 Oz. (30 g), #6/0; JigHead 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #8/0; JigHead 1 5/7 Oz.

(48 g), #4/0
* Jig Baits: Worm 5” (12.5 cm) (X2); Worm 6” (15 cm) (X2); Shad 4” (10 cm) (X2)

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin M Plus Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 66 Lb. (30 kg); Total Fish Weight: 154 Lb. (70 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
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Title: Sport Heavy Casting Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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The OST alone makes this a worthy purchase. Personally, hearing the next track was the only reason I ever wanted to progress to
the next level; it's that good! The game itself is very fun, but the visual style makes it somewhat difficult to tell some of what's
going on against the background in a few cases, and the menu controls are very strange. Aside from these two minor points, it's
a fantastic addition to the Bullethell genre, and for me, the game that (in recent memory) introduced me to that genre.

Also, I find it strange how the overall rating isn't 'Overwhelmingly Positive' despite there being only 2 (now null) negative
reviews made in the past.. The game is fun. But I cannot load saved games or even start new game. That is big issue if you want
to enjoy the game while you are expanding.. this game is the starting of a super great thing .....i will stay on board as long as this
dude keeps on making this game ...i hoep it stays true to what the guy says in his small prmo vid ....and dose not turn all pay dlcs
and pay to win \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage as some games have ........payday is an example as r many more that
started out for the gamers then turned into a lame cash grap for the people whom sell the game........this game is just supper so
far and i am so so so hopeing it wont just stop being made as many games have lead us gamers on sadly and just no produced
anything but great hopes and a masive letdown ......please keep on mking this game come to life its great
!!!!!!!!! i want more more more oh so much more of this game please make it so......!. Simple and relaxing puzzle game with a
beautifully minimalistic interface and concept. Great music and lots of mind-bending puzzles to solve. I'd rather have bought it
for $6 or less because there isn't much replay value here but I'm really enjoying it as playing through for the first time.. I'm not
sure what I expected from this. The scenery is beautiful and the atmosphere is very creepy at the start. However, as the story
unfolds, it gets a bit too far-fetched for me. But if other-worldly adventures are your thing, then I imagine this would be great.
It's a decent way to kill a few hours and I'm not upset I gave it a try. 7/10. Very fun engine to mess around with. FPS camera is
cool and its very easy to set-up various types of events.

Importing custom 3D models, however, is an absolute nightmare. Despite following the instructions in the software's manual
and referencing community-written guides, 99% of the models I try to import either import 'successfully', yet don't appear in
my list of 3D assets, or they do appear in the list, but no 3D model is displayed in the preview window. I've even exported built-
in characters and assets and re-imported them only to encounter the same issue. Complete lack of object resizing (aside from a
scaling option that only appears when you're importing, with no preview) as well.. This is your short standard FPS game. The
gameplay is nothing special but the look and feel of the game make it more fun than your standard brown-town shooter.
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Tanks were already available for the Germans since the first campaign mission in 1914.
- My light artillery were bonkers: couldn't target enemies a yard away from a higher elevation, they blew up a bridge when I
clicked on enemies that were beyond the bridge

Now I haven't played any Blitzkrieg game. But I didn't enjoy this game that much.
I like World War 1 more than World War 2. But this RTS is rather painful for me.

On a more chipper note, the 2nd level of the German Campaign was rather fun. Though not enough to redeem the value of this
game for me.. Best game ever. I have played this countless hours. Do not go by my hours here, because I don't know why it
doesn't show how many hours that I have played. I probably do not want to know how many hours that I have played. I would
guess 100 full-games, probably many, many more. I've got almost all of the awards on it, which are quite hard to get -- because
they take excessive playtime. Well, let me continue ...

It is just like the old board game, but it is so much funner to play because you don't have to count the men and verify the rules
manually.

However, this game does have some drawbacks. It is kindof hard to get it to correctly size on your screen. It used to work
perfect, but after a Windows 10 update, I'm having trouble getting it to fill the correct amount of the screen. So, I had to turn-
off full-screen and just do bordered window. Yet, that's a little of a problem too.

However, it is still fun, and I play it a few times each week. I win some and lose some too, because I always play on Expert.
And, if my dice roll bad, then I get slaughtered. But, it's not every game that I win -- about 1 in 3 or 1 in 4. So, the AI is
challenging -- if you play expert. If not, it's a simplier game.. bought it for 89 cent still not worth it, my eyes hurt from what i
saw, my ears are bleading from the zebras with the bird noise. hahaha what a joke.. there is never players but if tere where it
probbaly would be fun every time i join a server there is no one playig.
. this game sucks. waste of money. should be returned for waste of tiome.
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